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**ABSTRACT**

Due to large instruction footprints, contemporary data center applications suffer from frequent frontend stalls. Despite being a significant contributor to these stalls, the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) has received less attention compared to other frontend structures such as the instruction cache. While prior works have looked at enhancing the BTB through more efficient replacement policies and prefetching policies, a thorough analysis into optimizing the BTB’s storage efficiency is missing. In this work, we analyze BTB accesses for a large number (100+) of frontend bound applications to understand their branch target characteristics. This analysis provides three significant observations about the nature of branch targets: (1) a significant number of branch instructions have the same branch target, (2) a significant number of branch targets share the same page address, and (3) a significant percentage of branch instructions and their targets are located on the same page. Furthermore, we observe that while applications’ address spaces are sparsely populated, they exhibit spatial locality within and across pages. We refer to these multi-page addresses as regions and show that applications traverse a significantly smaller number of regions than pages. Based on these insights, we propose PDede, an efficient re-design of the BTB micro-architecture that improves storage efficiency by removing redundancy among branches and their targets. PDede introduces three techniques, (a) BTB Partitioning, (b) Branch Target Deduplication, and (c) Delta Branch Target Encoding to reduce BTB miss induced frontend stalls. We evaluate PDede across 100+ applications, spanning several usage scenarios, and show that it provides an average 14.4% (up to 76%) IPC speedup by reducing BTB misses by 54.7% on average (and up to 99.8%).

**CCS CONCEPTS**

- Computer systems organization → Superscalar architectures; Pipeline computing.
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PDede: Partitioned, Deduplicated, Delta Branch Target Buffer


1 INTRODUCTION

The CPU frontend bottleneck is a well-known performance problem across several usage scenarios including web-scale data center applications[6, 16, 28, 39, 50]. Due to the large code footprints of these applications, the size of the instruction working set often exceeds the microarchitectural resources of contemporary processors, such as the instruction cache (lcache), the instruction translation lookaside buffer (ITLB), the branch direction predictor, and the branch target buffer (BTB). The inability of these components to deliver instructions fast enough to the processor leads to frontend stalls, significantly reducing the overall instructions per cycle (IPC) performance of a system. For instance, Google has reported that 23.5% of all CPU cycles are lost to frontend stalls for its Web search binary [8].

Prior work [5, 7, 8, 16–18, 29, 31, 34–36, 39, 42, 43, 48, 49, 53, 58] has observed the significance of the frontend bottleneck and proposed instruction prefetching techniques to address it. By predicting the control flow of applications and prefetching instructions into the lcache, a steady flow of instructions can be provided to the CPU pipeline even when the instruction working set exceeds processor resources. While instruction prefetching is effective, it only addresses one aspect of the frontend challenge, namely lcache misses, however, branch target buffer (BTB) misses significantly contribute to frontend stalls as well. In particular, we find that the limited BTB capacity leads to a significant number of BTB misses, resulting in BTB-resteer events and pipeline flushes. Furthermore, until the BTB miss is detected, the processor executes wrong path instructions, potentially polluting the lcache and additional structures. Figure 1 shows a Top-Down analysis [57] of over 100 frontend-bound applications, identifying BTB induced reesters are the largest contributor of frontend stalls accounting for over 40% of all frontend stall cycles. In addition to lcache misses, which has been the focus of most prior works, addressing the frontend latency bottleneck from BTB...
resteer hence warrants a detailed analysis. To understand the nature of the BTB capacity problem, we perform a comprehensive study across these 100+ frontend-bound applications. We find that (1) frontend-bound applications with large code footprints, many libraries, and high branch frequencies span only 6% unique pages across all targets, in memory. (2) There exist 30% duplicate branch targets among different branch instructions, and (3) the branch program counter (PC) and the branch target are located in the same page in over 60% of all cases.

Based on our findings, we study several microarchitectural techniques to address the BTB capacity problem: (1) Branch Target Deduplication stores a single branch target shared by multiple branches only once to improve the storage efficiency of the BTB, translating into an IPC gain of 1.6%. (2) BTB Partitioning breaks the BTB into separate structures, each capturing different portions of the branch target. While prior works [46] have explored partitioning, these studies lack a comprehensive analysis of branches and their targets, in particular, in the context of a modern aggressive OOO core. Our work contributes by introducing an improved partitioning technique (regions and pages) and recognizes the impact of a partitioned cache on the lookup latency by introducing and evaluating a two-cycle lookup BTB. Our combined partitioning techniques result in an additional 5.3% IPC improvement. Finally, we propose (3) Delta Branch Target Encoding, a technique that further increases space efficiency by optimizing branches whose PC and target reside in the same page. For these branches, we derive the page and region address from the PC and hence only need to store the page offset of the target. This results in a significant reduction in the distinct number of pages stored in the BTB, further improving storage efficiency and providing an additional 2.5% IPC gain. With Delta Branch Target Encoding, we observe that supporting both branches with targets in the same page (referred to as same-page branches) and in a different page (referred to as different-page branches) leads to less efficient use of the BTB storage. We propose and evaluate two different designs that make better use of the available storage. In the first PDeDe-Multi Target design, we opportunistically support multiple same-page branches targets within a single BTB entry. This novel technique dynamically packs multiple targets in the same BTB entry without increasing the overhead for additional tags. On top of the prior gains, packing multiple targets into a single entry provides an additional 2% IPC gain. In the second PDeDe-Multi Entry size design, we support both same-page and different-page branches by providing variable-length entries in the BTB. This re-design of the BTB entries provides an additional 5% IPC gains on top of the delta encoding resulting mostly from re-distributing the BTB storage to support additional PCs. We implement the microarchitectural modifications proposed by PDeDe in our industry-class, in-house, cycle-accurate simulator modeling the latest Intel Icelake processor [1] and study PDeDe’s effectiveness of reducing BTB misses for a large number (100+) of frontend bound applications. For all such applications, our best performing design reduces BTB misses significantly (54.7% on average and up to 99.8%) compared to a similar-size baseline BTB. This results in a mean IPC speedup of 14.4% (up to 76%) across the wide range of (100+) modern CPU applications. Additionally, to provide similar mispredictions as the baseline BTB, PDeDe lowers the storage requirements by 50% highlighting the effectiveness of our changes.

2 BACKGROUND

Modern out-of-order (OOO) cores leverage superpipelining and superscalar execution to process hundreds of instructions simultaneously. To achieve high utilization of these pipelines, the processor frontend is required to deliver multiple instructions per cycle to the back-end of the core.

One of the program characteristics limiting high pipeline utilization is branch instructions that determine a program’s control flow. Branches typically get classified into:

- **Conditional, Direct Branches** such as loops and forward conditionals (if-then-else) that are executed based on a condition to determine the taken or not-taken branch direction. The target address is encoded as part of the instruction.
- **Unconditional, Direct Branches** including function calls and constructs like goto that jump to a different address in
the code. These branches are always taken and the target address is encoded as part of the instruction.

- **Unconditional, Indirect Branches** including function calls and jumps for which the target location is unknown at compile time. These branches are also always taken.

Taken branches require the processor to fetch instructions starting from the branch target instead of just fetching the next sequential instruction. If the branch target is unknown, pipelines need to effectively stall, significantly reducing throughput [28, 40]. To address this challenge, processors support a branch target buffer (BTB) to predict the target address of all branch types discussed above. Figure 2 shows a typical fetch-directed instruction prefetching (FDIP) [43] based OOO core as studied in this work. Every cycle, the frontend reads instructions from the Icache, decodes them, and forwards them to the functional units for execution. As seen in Figure 2, decoding an instruction itself happens several cycles after it enters the pipeline and, as such, branches need to be accurately predicted well in advance to guarantee a steady flow of instructions.

If the BTB cannot provide the correct branch target, for direct branches, the pipeline resteering only happens once the branch target is decoded. For indirect branches, the resteering happens only once the branch completes execution. Given that in modern OOO cores where instructions potentially spend tens to hundreds of cycles in the pipeline, BTB updates happen speculatively once the target address is known. The BTB is implemented as a cache, storing the most recent branch targets of taken branches in an application. The BTB is searched using the branch PC where a subset of the PC address bits are interpreted as the index selecting one set from the BTB. Each BTB entry stores the branch target as well as metadata for implementing a replacement policy (e.g., Static Re-Reference Interval Prediction (SRRIP) [27]) and maintaining counters that indicate the confidence in a target prediction. For the BTB analysis, we assume an 8-way set associative BTB with 4096 entries resembling those used in recent BTB works [3]. The branch PC used for accessing the BTB and the targets stored in the BTB are virtual addresses. Branch targets are 57 bits wide, supporting recent processors with 5-level paging [25]. BTB entries utilize a restricted 12-bit tag to disambiguate branch PCs mapping to the same cache set. Tags utilize less than address – index bits to reduce storage overheads. Utilizing a smaller tag introduces the possibility of multiple branches aliasing to the same entry, forcing a resteer event, but it does not affect the correctness of instruction execution. With a good hashing technique, as adopted in this work, such resteering can be minimised. The per-entry confidence counters are incremented on a successful target prediction and represent a measure of the usefulness of a BTB entry, relevant for indirect branches. In particular, as the BTB stores a single target address per branch PC, it utilizes the confidence value to determine whether an indirect target address is frequently used and hence valuable or whether it should be replaced with a different target address. Finally, the SRRIP bits capture a priority order in which entries of a set can be replaced. They help implement the BTB’s replacement policy, in case new branch PCs need to be inserted into the BTB. The only control-flow changing instructions that do not consume BTB entries are returns that are handled via the return address stack (RAS). In Section 5.6, we also evaluate alternate baseline BTB configurations. While most of our analysis is on a single-level BTB, we also evaluate PDeDe for multi-level BTBs in section 5.9. Our observations and proposed optimizations are equally applicable for other BTB organizations as well [10].

### 3 BTB ANALYSIS

To guide the BTB microarchitecture we propose in the next section, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of 102 frontend-bound applications listed in Table 1. They are picked from an internal repository consisting of thousands of real-world applications (including open source and proprietary ones). The selected applications are a representative set of widely used applications showing a high percentage of frontend stalls (refer section 1) with branch resteering being a significant contributor.

1The exact listing of applications in the benchmark suite is anonymized due to the private nature of the data.
3.1 Frequency of Taken Branches

Only taken branches consume BTB entries since the fall-through address for non-taken branches can be computed trivially. As a result, BTB capacity is only an issue for applications whose branch working set exceeds the size of the BTB and whose branches are frequently taken. Figure 3 shows the percentage of taken branches among all static branch PCs and dynamic branch instructions. As shown, taken branches are responsible for more than 67% of all static branch PCs and 56% of all dynamic branch executions. Consequently, BTB capacity plays a critical role in determining frontend performance. Given that lcaches capture only a limited portion of the instruction footprint, for modern data center applications, a highly effective BTB that captures the targets effectively can hide a large portion of the lcache stalls by providing the target locations that need to be fetched into lcache.

**Observation:** In frontend-bound applications, taken branches constitute almost two-thirds of all branch occurrences.

**Insight:** Optimizing BTB storage space efficiency is required to store more branch targets and improving performance.

3.2 Branch Type Classification

Prior work has proposed microarchitectural techniques focusing on specific branch types [15]. In this section, we show that such targeted techniques are not sufficient because data center applications execute a variety of branch types at runtime. We analyze three common branch types introduced in §2. Figure 4 shows a breakdown of these different branch types among all taken branches seen in the analyzed applications. While the distribution is skewed towards conditional and unconditional direct branches, all three branch types occur frequently enough and, therefore, need to be considered when designing BTBs.

**Observation:** BTBs need to cope with a variety of branch types including conditional, unconditional, direct, and indirect branches.

**Insight:** A generic solution supporting all different branch types is required.

### Table 1: Evaluated application categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>Online transaction processing, Web traffic</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>processing, Cloud services, Microservices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser</td>
<td>HTML5-based, Javascript, JVM, Web assembly,</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Games, Image-rendering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Productivity (BP)</td>
<td>File compression, Email, Presentations, Spreadsheet, Document processing</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Email, Image editing, Games, Video playback/sharing</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Target Region and Page Partitioning

In emerging large code footprint workloads, utilizing many dynamically mapped shared libraries, application code is spread sparsely across several pages in the address space. Operating systems also employ address space layout randomization [54] to spread out application and library code in clusters across the address space for security reasons. These address clusters could be separated by several thousand pages. Typically, different static and dynamic libraries get loaded across these different address clusters. Applications, periodically jump across these multi-page address clusters, which we refer as regions. As such, there is good spatial and temporal locality when applications execute in a specific region. Figure 5, shows a runtime plot across branches for a web-assembly based browser application [55]. As seen from Figure 5b, the application executes instructions from 450 different pages. Some of these pages are separated by >65K pages in the address space. However, when focusing on regions as seen in Figure 5a, addresses exhibit significant temporal and spatial locality. Our analysis, later, shows that the number of regions is fewer than the pages by 100× which we exploit for significant storage savings. Across all workloads, as shown in Figure 6, we that each page can hold about 18 branch targets while each region includes about 2200 branch targets.

This insight motivates us to split the target addresses into regions, pages and offsets, thereby reducing the number of unique regions and pages compared to the number of unique full addresses. When examining the offset addresses within a page, as seen in Figure 5c, we did not observe much spatial or temporal locality anymore as the address utilization within a page is dense and used equally
by different branch targets. As the three components exhibit significantly different density and spatial locality, we can adjust the number of entries that should be stored in the BTB for each of the three components individually, providing high coverage at a small storage footprint.

**Observation:** Target addresses can be decomposed into region, page, and offset, exhibiting significantly different density and spatial locality.

**Insight:** Storing region, page, and offset address components separately, enables improving the storage space efficiency of the BTB. Based on this insight we propose **BTB-Partitioning**.

### 3.4 Branch Target Address Sharing

BTBs are indexed with the PC of a branch instruction to serve the corresponding target address. There exists several high-level programming constructs such as loops with multiple conditional breaks or continue where the target is identical among several branches. Figure 7 shows the number of unique branch target addresses, branch target regions, branch target page addresses as well as branch target page offsets among all analyzed branches. The number of unique targets is 67% of the total number of unique branch PCs, indicating that 30% of the target addresses can be deduplicated. As discussed in section 3.3, the deduplication opportunities is further increased when partitioning the branch target into region, page, and offset, yielding only 0.07%, 5% and 18% unique entities, respectively. Based on these findings, we propose **Branch Target Deduplication** in Section 4.2, a technique that stores every target region and page only once to minimize BTB occupancy. This technique eventually enables the BTB to support a larger number of branch PCs since the storage required to track the respective target addresses is significantly reduced. As shown in Section 3.3, page offsets are dense, leaving little opportunity for deduplication. As a result, **PDede** does not deduplicate page offsets and stores them explicitly per branch.

**Observation:** Multiple branch targets share the same region and page address bits.

**Insight:** Deduplicating BTB entries can further improve BTB storage space-efficiency by re-using the same region and page address bits among multiple branches. Based on this insight we propose **Branch Target Deduplication**.

### 3.5 Page Sharing between Branch and Target

The most frequently executed branch instructions are often tight inner loops. If these loops only contain a few instructions, it is likely that the branch PC and the branch target reside within the same page. We refer to these branches as **same-page branches**. On the other hand, calls frequently redirect the control flow to an instruction that is far away from the branch PC. These branches which have their target in a different page are referred to as **different-page branches**. Figure 8 analyzes the distance between the branch PC and its target for the different branch types, showing that in over 60% of the cases, the branch PC and target reside within the same page. As a result, for a given branch, the target address can be derived from its branch PC. Based on this finding, we propose **Delta Branch Target Encoding**, a new technique that only stores the page offset of the branch target in the BTB for same-page branches. To improve the BTB storage efficiency, in section 4, we propose two designs that can effectively utilize the overall BTB storage to better pack same-page and different-page branches.

**Observation:** Branch PCs and branch targets are often located on the same page.

**Insight:** Based on this insight, we propose **Delta Branch Target Encoding** to only store offsets for branches whose targets are in same page.

### 4 PDEDE ARCHITECTURE

Based on our analysis in the previous section, we discuss the microarchitectural changes required to support the three techniques to improve the space efficiency of BTBs. By increasing space efficiency, we can increase the number of branches in the BTB while keeping the overall storage capacity constant, thereby, improving the performance of frontend-bound applications. A high-level depiction of the architecture is shown in Figure 9.

### 4.1 BTB-Partitioning

As seen in Figure 2, the target address (57b) consumes most of the storage in the BTB. Given that there exists a significant difference in the spatial locality exhibited by regions, pages, and offsets, as
shown in Section 3.3, PDede exploits this insight by storing the three branch target components in different structures of differing sizes. In contrast to the baseline BTB storing 4K entries, our design utilizes 1k entries for the Page-BTB and just 4 entries for the Region-BTB and supports the 4K page offsets as is. BTB-partitioning, however, introduces a new challenge. When implemented as separate structures, the Page-BTB and Region-BTB are both required to duplicate tag and maintain other meta data for each branch PC. PDede eliminates the duplicate tag and meta data by introducing a level of indirection, through a structure we refer to as the BTB-Monitor (BTBM). More details about the BTB-Monitor are provided in the next section.

4.2 Branch Target Deduplication

Deduplicating the region and page addresses as motivated in Section 3.4 requires multiple branch PCs to refer to the same entry in the Page and Region-BTBs. PDede achieves this via the BTB-Monitor (BTBM), a structure that is indexed with the branch PC address and that stores pointers to the Page-BTB and Region-BTB in each entry. The BTB-Monitor improves storage efficiency in two ways. First, the indirection (which maps a branch PC to a Page-BTB entry and an Region-BTB entry) allows multiple branch PCs to point to the same page and region entries, enabling deduplication. Second, since PDede maintains the tags in the BTB-Monitor, the Page-BTB and the Region-BTB do not require tags nor duplicate meta data. Page offsets are directly stored in the BTB-Monitor to avoid any separate structure or level of indirection. This is because page offsets do not exhibit locality and hence a relatively large (4K) Offset-BTB would be required. Instead of storing a 12-bit pointer into the Offset-BTB, the BTBM stores the 12-bit offset directly. We perform an analysis of the required storage resources and overheads in Section 4.4.3.

The BTBM lookup needs to be performed before accessing the Page and Region-BTB, which introduces a lookup latency challenge. Note that, the lookup in the Page and Region-BTBs is a simple memory addressing operation that does not require an associative lookup with tag matching as in conventional caches. Instead, tag matching is only performed for the BTBM. We quantify the overall BTB access latency when accessing the two structures sequentially in section 5.4. Furthermore, we design and evaluate a new BTB mechanism, that can hide most of the performance penalty of the two-cycle BTB lookup. We explored an alternate multi-tag BTB design option in which the Page and Region-BTBs are extended to store tags so a single region or page entry can be re-used across multiple branch PCs. We opted against this option as it suffers from two disadvantages. First, multiple tags per entry increase the tag overhead, and second, the number of tags statically limits the number of branches that can have the same target.

4.3 Delta Branch Target Encoding

In Section 3.5, we showed that for over 60% of all the branches, the branch PC and the branch target reside in the same page. Our proposed delta branch target encoding scheme exploits this fact by only storing the page offset of the branch target, omitting the rest of the fields. To store only the target offset, and use the branch PC to get the rest of the target, we add an additional delta-bit to each entry of the BTBM identifying that the branch target is in the same page as the branch PC. When a branch PC is looked-up from the BTBM, the delta bit determines whether a) the branch target is formed by concatenating the Region-BTB entry, Page-BTB entry and offset, or b) the branch target is formed by concatenating information from the branch PC with the offset from the BTBM. This technique significantly reduces the number of distinct pages and regions that need to be tracked in the BTBM. Furthermore, since the offset information is available in the BTBM entry, it avoids the need to lookup Region/Page-BTB lookup, eliminating the one additional cycle latency for same-page branches. As we show later in Figure 11b, opportunistically eliminating the extra cycle access improves the performance gains that PDede can provide.

4.3.1 Optimizations enabled by Delta-Encoded BTB. Omitting the page and region addresses for same-page branches reduces the number of required entries in the Page- and Region-BTB, however, it still wastes storage capacity by storing null pointers in the BTBM. In the following, we explore two different techniques to eliminate this storage overhead as well. In the first optimization, referred to as PDede-Multi Target and shown in Figure 9b, we opportunistically re-use the Region- and Page-BTB pointer fields in the BTBM to store targets of other branches, under the following conditions.

- The two stored branches need to be same-page branches
- The branch PC of the second branch represents the next taken branch after first branch in the instruction sequence.

In this case, the next taken branch follows the target of the first branch.

To retrieve a target from the PDede-Multi Target we perform the following operations. Every time an entry is read out from the BTBM, we check for a valid next target and store it in a temporary global 12-bit Next Target Offset register. To enable this, every BTBM entry is extended with a valid bit (Next Target bit). If the next taken PC misses in the BTBM, we use the offset from Next Target Offset register to provide the target for this (next taken) PC. Note that, the target might not always be correct but since the PC missed in the BTBM and will reester eventually, providing the target from Next Target Offset register does not increase the reesters. This technique has two advantages. Firstly, the technique optimizes for same-page branches which, according to section 3.5, represent 60% of all branches. Secondly, it is only involved for the immediate taken branch, following the PC, that misses in the BTBM. As such, there is limited additional storage required per entry (only 1 bit per entry). Figure 9 highlights these changes. There are several extensions to this idea, in terms of adding simple tags to provide targets beyond the next taken branch or having multiple Last BTBM set and way registers to improve BTBM utilization, which we plan to explore later.

We explore a second design alternative, referred to as PDede-Multi Entry size, that restructures the BTB to support two different entry sizes. In each set of the BTBM, half of the ways are reserved for same-page branches and avoid the region and page pointer fields. Only the other half include these page and region pointers. We redistribute the storage savings to increase the total number of BTBM entries. Such a static split of ways might not be optimal
Figure 9: (A) PDede BTB Architecture with Region- and Page-BTBs emphasizing how the tables provide different portions of the branch target. (B) PDede-Multi Target design which supports multiple targets in an entry when branches that have their targets in the same page. Changes required are shown in yellow. (C) PDede-Multi Entry size design to support multiple entry sizes in different ways of the same set in the BTBM. Branches with targets in different pages cannot allocate in entries that do not have Region and Page Pointers. (D) PDede introduces a 1 cycle stall to provide branch targets for different-page branches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW Structure</th>
<th>Element size (bits)</th>
<th>Entry size</th>
<th>Entries</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline BTB</td>
<td>Target address(57), Tag(12), SRRIP(3), Confidence(2), PID(1)</td>
<td>75 bits</td>
<td>4096, 8-way</td>
<td>37.5KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTBM-Default</td>
<td>tag(12), Page-Pointer(10), Region-Pointer(2), Offset(12), SRRIP(3) confidence(2), PID(1), delta(1)</td>
<td>43 bits</td>
<td>6144, 6-way</td>
<td>32.3 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTBM-Multi-target</td>
<td>tag(12), Page-Pointer(10), Region-Pointer(2), Offset(12), SRRIP(3) confidence(2), PID(1), delta(1), Next target(1)</td>
<td>44 bits</td>
<td>6144, 6-way</td>
<td>33 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTBM-Multi-entry size</td>
<td>Support 2 entry sizes: Default &amp; Default-(Region, Page Pointers, delta bit)</td>
<td>43 bits/30 bits</td>
<td>8192, 8-way</td>
<td>36.5 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region-BTB</td>
<td>Region(29), SRRIP(2)</td>
<td>31 bits</td>
<td>4, 4-way</td>
<td>0.02KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page-BTB</td>
<td>Page offset(16), SRRIP(4)</td>
<td>20 bits</td>
<td>1024, 16-way</td>
<td>2.5KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDede-Default</td>
<td>BTBM-Default, Region-BTB, Page-BTB</td>
<td>34.8KB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDede-Multi Target</td>
<td>BTBM-Multi target, Region-BTB, Page-BTB, Additional registers</td>
<td>35.5KB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDede-Multi Entry size</td>
<td>BTBM-Multi entry, Region-BTB, Page-BTB</td>
<td>39KB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Storage Requirements of PDede and the Baseline BTB

across all applications but, as shown in Table 2, even if the application only has targets in different pages, the number of suitable entries match the baseline BTB and, therefore, at least provide the baseline performance. Figure 9C shows the two different entry types supported.

4.4 Putting it all Together

Figure 9A shows the overall microarchitecture for PDede. The BTBM serves the incoming branch PC lookups and stores pointers to the Region-BTB and Page-BTB. The BTBM maintains a 12-bit tag per entry to disambiguate branch PCs with the same index. Each BTBM entry also contains a 1 bit process ID (PID), 2 bits for SRRIP-based replacement, 1 delta-bit and 2 bits for prediction confidence.

4.4.1 Lookup Operation. To perform a BTB lookup, the index bits from the branch PC address are used to read entries from the corresponding set from the BTBM. Next, the tag bits from the branch PC are compared to the BTBM entries of the set and, if there is a match, the Region and Page-BTB pointers as well as the offset and the delta-bits are retrieved. If the delta bit is set, the branch PC is
concatenated with the target offset, immediately returning the target without incurring the additional 1 cycle penalty. Furthermore, in the case of PDede-Multi Target, if the Next Target Bit is set as well, the region and page pointers are reinterpreted and stored into the Next Target Offset register. If the next BTBM lookup misses, the target for that PC will be served from the Next Target Offset register, otherwise the register is cleared. No additional tasks need to be performed for the PDede-Multi Entry size implementation. If, on a BTB lookup, the delta bit is not set, the page and region pointers are used to lookup the corresponding entries from the Page-BTB and Region-BTB. The region, page, and offset address bits are concatenated to form the target address. In this case, due to the two sequential lookups in the BTBM and the Page-BTB, the total BTB lookup latency is higher than the baseline BTB. In this work, we conservatively assume an extra cycle to complete the read access (since the cycle time is really decided by the most critical path in the pipeline). Once the region pointer is known, the Region-BTB access happens in parallel with the Page-BTB access.

4.4.2 Update/Allocation Operations. Once a branch has been decoded or executed, the correct target information is known. The confidence counters in the BTBM are updated based on the correctness of the final target prediction. Note that for each update operation, meta information (confidence counter, replacement bits) in the BTBM, Region-BTB, and Page-BTB need to be updated. One difference between PDede and the baseline BTB is that the allocation in the BTBM is only made if the allocations in the Region and Page-BTBs have been successful, avoiding invalid entries in the BTBM. Allocations in the Region-BTB and Page-BTB are SRRIP-guided [27]. SRRIP is sufficient as an entry shared across multiple often-occurring targets will always remain in the corresponding table. These tables are indexed using the corresponding portion from the target address (region and page) so as to detect if a particular region or page already exists in the table and allocation is done only when needed. We do not do anything special to invalidate the pointers in the BTB Monitor when entries in Page-BTB or Region-BTB get replaced. The reason is that if the Region-BTB or Page-BTB entry was popular it would not be replaced as it would continuously be accessed by one of the entries pointing to it. But it is possible for a BTB entry to read an updated Page BTB entry leading to the wrong target. Such cases were very rare (0.06%) and hence we did not find the need to add the additional complexity to clear the BTBM entries when page and region BTB entries get replaced.

In the PDede-Multi Target design, if the branch that is allocated has its target in the same page, then its BTBM set and way are recorded in the Last BTBM set and Last BTBM way registers. When the next taken branch, whose target is in the same page, is updated, then using the Last BTBM set and way registers, the BTBM entry is updated to hold a valid next target offset and next target bit is also set. If the next taken branch is not a same-page branch, the Last BTBM set and way registers are cleared. In the PDede-Multi Entry size design, the only change is that allocations are restricted for different-page branches as only half the ways, per set, are available.

4.4.3 Storage Requirements. Table 2 provides an architecturally feasible PDede configuration whose size matches the baseline BTB as close as possible to enable an ISO-storage comparison.

5 EVALUATION

We now evaluate the impact of PDede on BTB mispredictions per kilo instructions (MPKI) and instructions per cycle (IPC) performance via simulation. We break down the IPC performance gains across the three proposed techniques and provide sensitivity studies to evaluate different BTB configurations and storage sizes. We also study the latency impact of accessing the two BTB structures sequentially. Finally, we also provide an iso-MPKI configuration and show the significant storage reduction that PDede can enable.

5.1 Methodology

Our performance evaluation is done using our in-house cycle-accurate execution driven simulator modeling an x86 core clocked at 3.9 GHz. The simulator models pipeline latency based on functional unit contention, resource back-pressure due to data dependencies, a decoupled frontend, re-steering due to branch misprediction and accurate wrong path modeling. The microarchitectural parameters are similar to the latest Intel Ice Lake processor [1] and we list the relevant parameters in Table 3.

As the baseline BTB, we leverage the architecture described in Section 2. We define BTB misses as follows. A BTB miss occurs if either a) a branch PC does not have a valid entry in the BTB, of b) if a branch PC is contained in the BTB, however, the target address is incorrect. To evaluate, PDede we use the applications introduced in Section 3. We leverage Simpoints [23] to identify the regions of interest and run detailed simulations with 10M+ instructions after warming up the memory sub-system and microarchitectural structures using 100M+ instructions. While the MPKI reduction and IPC gains presented below are normalized with the baseline, none of the applications had low baseline MPKI as their performance are bound by the BTB re-steering (refer Figure 1). Our simulator and application performance estimation methodology is correlated to within 5% error to real silicon in the market.

5.2 IPC and MPKI Performance of PDede

Figure 10a, 10b shows the performance benefits of PDede over the baseline configuration, shown in Section 4.4.3, for three configurations of PDede. Overall, PDede-Default improves IPC by 9.4% by lowering the BTB MPKI by 35.4% across the 100+ applications. The Server category containing large code footprint web-scale applications shows the highest reduction in MPKI of 40.7% resulting in IPC gains of 11.2%. The IPC gains are a direct result of reducing the front-end stalls provided by the increased effective BTB capacity.
that reduces branch re-steering events. The overall MPKI reduction is a direct result of PDede’s ability to track more branch PCs in the BTBM. A 50% larger baseline BTB provides the same IPC gains except for requiring an additional 37KB. PDede-Multi Target improves upon PDede-Default with its ability to opportunistically store 2 targets in a single BTBM entry. The IPC gains increase to 11.4% due to the 5% additional MPKI reduction provided by supporting more targets in the same storage footprint. The PDede-Multi Entry size, on the other hand, increases the IPC gains to 14.4% by storing targets for twice the number of branches as baseline. All branch types experience a decrease in MPKI including Indirect branches, which have a much higher misprediction penalty, that show a 4% decrease in mispredictions. Conditional direct branches see 74% reduction while unconditional direct branches see 49% reduction in MPKI.

Figure 10c shows the IPC gains for all of the 100+ evaluated applications comparing the PDede-Multi Target and PDede-Multi Entry size configurations. For clarity, we omit the PDede-Default configuration. As can be seen, IPC gains range from 3% to 76%. Figure 10c highlights specific applications such as Javascript static analyzer, which benefits the most, seeing a 76% IPC gain resulting from a 99.8% reduction in BTB MPKI. This BTB MPKI reduction lowers the branch re-steering frontend stalls seen in this application by 75% translating directly into IPC gains. Similar performance improvements can be observed in the Imaging and Microservice applications showing >18% IPC gains. On the other hand, in the Animation application, the BTB MPKI is lowered only by 23% since the hot code working set of the application is large, exceeding PDede’s resources. The Animation application has a 2.3× larger page footprint than the Javascript static analyzer and, hence, only sees a limited IPC gain for existing BTB sizes.

PDede is well-equipped to handle the different requirements of the diverse applications we analyze in this paper. For instance, in the Data Analytics application, which has a high percentage of branches whose targets occur in the same page as the branch PC (90%), the BTBM provides the targets. Not only does it benefit from limited front-end stalls but we also observe that this workload gains more with PDede-Multi Target as multiple targets in the same page can be packed better in this design than PDede-Multi Entry size. In the Microservices and the OLTP applications, on the other hand, the branch PCs and their corresponding targets frequently span different pages (only 50% of branch PC and targets are in same page in these applications), yet the Region and Page-BTBs combine effectively to capture the targets. Even in PDede-Multi Entry size, where only half the entries can support targets across different pages, there are enough entries available to support the varying dynamic requirements across the different branch types to result in the MPKI reduction. The HTML5-rendering application highlights the benefit of region and page deduplication. This application exhibits an average of > 15 branch targets for each page and > 2K per region maximizing the efficiency of the Page and Region BTBs.

Going forward, for the next sections, we use PDede-Multi Entry size to study the sensitivity to the different parameters.

5.3 Sensitivity to design observations

To quantify the impact of the main observations on which PDede is architected on, Figure 11a shows the IPC gains obtained by each optimization technique. Deduplicating targets (which are 67% of branch PCs) alone is not very effective and provides only 1.6% IPC gains. Once the targets are split into regions and pages, and individually deduplicated, the gains are much more significant (5.3%). This is in line with what was observed in Figure 7. Finally, adding delta branch encoding to the two techniques increases IPC by an additional 2.5%. Further, the multi-target and multi-entry size optimizations, enabled by our delta branch encoding, improve the IPC gains significantly by a further 2% and 5% respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Access Time (ns)</th>
<th>Access Time (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline BTB</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTBM</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page-BTB(PBTB)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDede (BTBM+PBTB)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Access Latency comparison at 22nm. For PDede, access latency shown for default cacti parameters.
5.4 **PDede** access latency

Using Cacti7 [56], we studied the access latency of the baseline BTB and PDede at 22nm in Table 4. The critical path for PDede access is the BTBM access followed by an access to the Page-BTB. 22nm is the most recent technology supported by Cacti7. We highlight two different configurations, one utilizing 1 read-write (RW) port and another with 6 RW ports. Note that even a 1-RW design can support multiple BTB accesses per cycle when leveraging a banked design while the 6 port design matches the pipeline width. As seen, PDede has higher access latency than the baseline BTB only when sequentially accessing the Page-BTB. Otherwise, the access latency of the BTB is lower than the baseline BTB’s access latency. Hence, PDede, only incurs a 1 cycle penalty to provide the branch target when accessing the page and region BTBs is required. We also evaluated the impact when the BTB access for every taken branch takes two cycles, irrespective of whether it requires an access to the Region-BTB and Page-BTB or not. This configuration lowers the overall IPC gains from 14.4% to 13.4%. In a decoupled frontend [26, 44], delaying the BTB lookup by one cycle is not exposed to later pipeline stages. The additional cycle renders it more challenging for the frontend to run-ahead, however, since typical basic blocks involve a few instructions, the branch predictor can proceed quickly enough to predict future branches. Figure 11b shows the IPC impact when varying the fetch queue size. As expected, the gains are lower at smaller fetch queue size (12.7%) which increases as the fetch queue becomes larger (15.4% when fetch queue has 128 entries). In a FDIP pipeline, the fetch queue controls how far ahead the branch predictor and BTB (at high accuracy) can fetch and hence the IPC gains scale accordingly.

5.5 **PDede** performance with Perfect Branch Direction Predictor

To analyze the interactions between the branch direction predictor and the BTB, we studied the effectiveness of PDede with a perfect branch direction predictor improving the overall IPC gains over the baseline from 14.4% to 15.2%.

5.6 Impact of Indirect Branches

Modern cores incorporate an Indirect Target TAGE (ITTAGE) [45] predictor to predict the target of indirect branches. The storage requirements of ITTAGE (64KB) is quite high, although indirect branches only represent 10% of total dynamic branches. We evaluate PDede and the baseline BTB system with an additional 64-KB ITTAGE. For both designs, indirect branch targets are not allocated in the BTB. PDede provides a 13.9% IPC gain over the baseline BTB. IPC improvements are lower than in the configuration without ITTAGE, as the indirect branch MPKI reduction provided by PDede does not apply in this case. Also, the baseline BTB now has additional entries available for storing direct branches.

5.7 Impact of Storing Return Instructions

The RAS is common in most modern architectures as it can store the targets of return instructions with perfect accuracy. Nevertheless, to reduce storage costs and, for simplicity, architectures may opt to omit the RAS and instead store return targets in the BTB. We see a 13.7% IPC gain for PDede over the baseline BTB when storing return targets in the BTB. Note that our sizing analysis performed in Section 3 does not include return targets and hence Page and Offset-BTBs may be sized non-optimally for this configuration.

5.8 Sensitivity at larger BTB Sizes

In Figure 12b, we highlight the IPC gains provided by PDede at larger BTB sizes. These gains primarily stem from PDede’s ability to track more PCs in the BTBM (6K additional PCs tracked in ConfigB compared to baseline) and both the Region and Page-BTBs not having to scale up much to support the additional targets. We continue scaling the BTB size to 16K entries (150KB), and PDede still provides a 3.3% IPC improvement across 100+ applications at iso-storage. The IPC gains are lower as the active footprint of several applications start to fit in this size. Nevertheless, for the JITed server applications with large footprints, IPC gains of 6% are still significant. To be iso-MPKI, with the 150KB baseline BTB, PDede only requires 87 KB. This results in 42% lower storage resulting in area and energy savings, and as workload footprint sizes are continuing to increase [28], PDede will continue to provide significant benefits.
5.9 Sensitivity for 2-level BTB designs

In Figure 11c, we study PDede in a 2-level BTB configuration [22]. We study a baseline configuration with Level0 BTB at multiple sizes providing predictions at 1 cycle latency along with a 4K-entry Level1 BTB providing predictions at 2 cycles. In this setup, PDede is used to optimize only the Level1 BTB and yet it provides significant IPC gains. Further, as the Level1 BTB size grows, as shown in Figure 12b, PDede will continue to remain efficient and provide significant IPC benefits over the conventional BTB organization.

5.10 Comparison to state-of-art BTBs

In Figure 12a, we show that the state of art BTB design, Shotgun [35], brings only about 2.7% IPC speedup over the baseline BTB studied in this work (4K-entries at 37.5KB). As seen, Shotgun gives only about 0.8% IPC gains over the baseline, at iso-storage, which increases to about 2.7% at 45KB. Note that we did not model the Return Instruction Buffer (RIB) and instead use the RSB to provide target address for returns similar to baseline. Prefetching the conditionals following the return was modelled similar to what was done in [35]. Several factors contribute to Shotgun’s lower gains. These include the need to capture targets of all taken/not taken conditional branches in CBTB, which lower its hit rate. The baseline BTB is PC-indexed and therefore only needs to capture taken branches in it. Further, the prefetching is only triggered when a prior unconditional branch hits in the uBTB and only the conditional branches within a certain offset from the unconditional branch are prefetched. Prefetching into ICache, on top of FDIP[26], also pollutes the ICache entries due to the high speculation in the front-end.

Confluence [29] and SN4L [5] operate at the cache line granularity and store the branch information in the cache line as meta-data. For RISC-ISAs, given the fixed instruction length, simple bit vectors suffice to capture the meta-data. For the x64 CISC ISA, there is a need to store branch offsets which is much harder to accommodate. SN4L estimates that it would require at least an additional 65KB metadata, virtualized, for a 2K-entry BTB. For Confluence, the meta-data that needs to be stored is much larger (960KB). This is discussed in Section V-D of SN4L paper. The high storage costs make these techniques harder to adopt. On the other hand, PDede provides all its gains at iso-storage.

PDede can definitely complement Confluence, Shotgun, and other BTB prefetching techniques to hold more branches in the BTB and in turn reduce the prefetching needed.

5.11 PDede with Deeper Future Pipelines

Modern OOO cores continue to increase in their pipeline width and depth to extract more single-thread performance. A side-effect of this growth is the performance penalty of BTB mispredictions increases as the pipeline stages between when the BTB prediction is given and when the actual branch target is available increases. Therefore, lowering the BTB MPKI will only become more critical in future cores. To study this impact, we scale the pipeline parameters listed in Table 3 by 1.5x and 2x of their current size to reflect future cores. The IPC gains from PDede BTB increases to 16.8% in the 1.5x Icelake-like core which increases further to 20.1% in the 2x Icelake-like core.

5.12 Iso-MPKI PDede Storage Savings

While the prior sections studied the performance impact of iso-storage PDede configuration in different scenarios, storage savings are equally important both from cost and energy savings perspective. As such, in Figure 12c, we also studied the smallest size PDede BTB that is iso-MPKI with the baseline BTB. The smallest PDede configuration requires only 19KB, resulting in 49% storage savings over the baseline.

6 RELATED WORK

Significant effort has gone in to studying the frontend bottleneck and proposing techniques to lower its impact [5, 7, 8, 17, 18, 29–32, 39, 42]. By predicting the control flow of applications and prefetching instructions into the Icache and BTB, a steady flow of instructions can be provided. PDede is complementary to these works. Recent papers from Samsung and IBM [2, 22] have shown the significant investments made in BTB storage emphasizing the importance of lowering BTB resters. Also, as shown in Figure 12b, PDede still gives good performance gains at larger BTB sizes.

Seznec [46] proposed the page pointer table, which has also been used by Garza [19], to improve the storage efficiency of the BTB via partitioning. While the proposed technique is related, PDede improves over the page pointer table by splitting the page address into
regions and page offsets and deduplicating the individual structures to help lower the storage costs. \textit{P}De\textit{de} introduces Delta Encoding of branch targets to further improve storage efficiency. Delta Encoding enables \textit{P}De\textit{de}-Multi Target to opportunistically store multiple targets in the same entry which has not been explored till now. Further, it allows the entries to be sized differently, bringing in significant IPC benefits via the \textit{P}De\textit{de}-Multi Entry size design. Lastly, for a thorough evaluation, \textit{P}De\textit{de} takes the performance implication of accessing multiple structures into account. Our analysis and newly introduced techniques improve the performance by an additional 7.5\% over implementations that only support partitioning (Figure 11a).

Several works have looked to enhance the efficiency of the BTB by applying different replacement policies. These works \cite{23, 24} investigate different BTB allocation strategies for different branch types. GHRP \cite{3} was introduced to improve the BTB replacement policy which is again orthogonal to our work and can be combined with \textit{P}De\textit{de}. Several proposals \cite{15, 20, 33, 37, 38, 51} aim to reduce misspredictions for indirect branches. \textit{P}De\textit{de} contributes over these works by tackling all branch types while showing a MPKI reduction for indirect branches as well. The Phantom-BTB \cite{10} increases effective BTB capacity by adding a virtual second level BTB in the L2 cache, prefetching branch metadata into the BTB to mitigate the added latency. This solution still leverages a dedicated BTB component whose storage efficiency can be improved with \textit{P}De\textit{de}.

Several prior studies on caches have exploited data redundancy to lower the storage requirements either by deduplicating \cite{12–14, 24, 47, 52} the data or by proposing efficient compression \cite{4, 21}. Such compression techniques are infeasible for BTBs which need to provide fast lookups whereas \textit{P}De\textit{de} has been optimized for performance.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we present \textit{P}De\textit{de}, the Partitioned, Deduplicated, Delta Branch Target Buffer. \textit{P}De\textit{de} proposes three novel techniques to increase the space-efficiency of BTBs leading to significant performance gains for frontend-bound applications. Our Delta-branch target encoding is novel and allows us to store multiple targets in a single entry and we evaluate the impact of supporting different entry sizes. In an iso-storage configuration, \textit{P}De\textit{de} shows an average BTB MPKI reduction of 54.7\% and an average IPC improvement of 14.4\% over the baseline BTB. Alternately, \textit{P}De\textit{de} achieves iso-MPKI at 49\% lower storage than baseline. We believe that our analysis provides insights that eases future research on this topic to develop better branch target buffers increasing the efficiency and throughput of contemporary microprocessors.
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